ICEL2012
Welcome to Fukuoka, Japan 2012 Summer!

Gateway for Asia

A leading city in Asia

ICEL history
1st 1997 Kitakyushu (Japan)
2nd 1999 Sheffield (England)
3rd 2001 Los Angeles (USA)
4th 2003 Cheju (Korea)
5th 2005 Phoenix (USA)
6th 2006 Hong Kong (China)
7th 2008 Dresden (Germany)
8th 2010 Michigan (USA)
9th 2012 Fukuoka (Japan)
Fukuoka Airport
Kyushu Univ. New Campus
Fishing spot!
Dinner Cruising
Sea hawk Hilton
Downtown Nakasu
Hot spring
Dazaifu National Museum
The Hotel Luigans
Fukuoka Airport
Transfer within 1hr

Water-Front Academic City
50 universities and 1000 IT companies with rich food culture
Future Nano-tech R&D City
Proposed site for ICEL Meeting Place

Kyushu University ITO new campus
(Inamori (Kyosera) Hall) Capacity 300

The hotel Luigans (Capacity 300)

Sea Hawk
Hilton Hotel
(Capacity 1000)
Chair
Prof. C. Adachi

Chair Emeritus
Prof. T. Tsutsui

Co-Chair
Prof. R. Hattori

Conference Topics
OLED, OSC, OFET and fundamentals for organic device physics and materials

Sponsorship
Kyushu University
Fukuoka City
Institute of Systems, Information Technologies and Nanotechnologies (ISIT)
Japanese companies